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In an investigation of contextual influences on sound categorization, 64 Peruvian Spanish listeners
categorized vowels on an /i/ to /e/ continuum. First, to measure the influence of the stimulus range
(broad acoustic context) and the preceding stimuli (local acoustic context), listeners were presented
with different subsets of the Spanish /i/-/e/ continuum in separate blocks. Second, the influence of the
number of response categories was measured by presenting half of the participants with /i/ and /e/ as
responses, and the other half with /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, and /u/. The results showed that the perceptual category boundary between /i/ and /e/ shifted depending on the stimulus range and that the formant values
of locally preceding items had a contrastive influence. Categorization was less susceptible to broad
and local acoustic context effects, however, when listeners were presented with five rather than two
response options. Vowel categorization depends not only on the acoustic properties of the target
stimulus, but also on its broad and local acoustic context. The influence of such context is in
C 2012
turn affected by the number of internal referents that are available to the listener in a task. V
Acoustical Society of America. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.3688512]
PACS number(s): 43.71.Es, 43.71.Sy, 43.66.Lj [JMH]

I. INTRODUCTION

Speech sound categorization tasks are commonly
administered to establish where on a continuum two or more
categories are situated. This can be observed from the location of the classification boundary between the categories.
The repeated presentation of stimuli and the limited number
of response options are mostly considered to be unfortunate
prerequisites for making reliable observations about category
boundaries. However, at least three factors affect the classification of a stimulus: the stimulus itself, but also the surrounding stimuli and the internal referents to which listeners
consider to map the acoustic input (Sawusch and Nusbaum,
1979; Restle, 1987). The current paper investigates the influences of each of these three factors and their interrelations
on speech sound categorization. While the influence of stimulus properties, acoustic context, and considered internal
referents has been well documented and several explanations
for each of them have been put forward (see our review
below), we argue that neither of those factors can be fully
understood when studied in isolation. Studying the relation
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between these three factors is therefore an important objective in the present study.
The influence of surrounding stimuli, or sensory context,
in categorization has been documented for all sensory
modalities (Kluender et al., 2003, and references therein). In
a simple categorization task, the influence of broad sensory
context can be observed as the dependence of target
perception on the range of values of the test set. The same
stop-consonant stimulus is, for instance, more likely to be
perceived as voiceless, i.e., having a long Voice Onset Time
(VOT), when presented as part of a short-lag VOT continuum ranging from 15–35 ms, than when presented as part of
a long-lag 25–45 ms range (Brady and Darwin, 1978). And
when one endpoint sound, i.e., the anchor, of an /i/-/I/ continuum is presented four times as frequently as the other
sounds from the continuum, listeners categorize more sounds
on the continuum as the non-anchor category (Sawusch and
Nusbaum, 1979). This effect is not restricted to the anchor’s
own category boundary (Morse et al., 1976) and is maintained when listeners are explicitly told that one sound will
occur more often (Sawusch and Nusbaum, 1979). These
findings show that the perception of any single stimulus
depends on the other constituents of the stimulus set. The
first aim of the current study is to replicate this influence of
the acoustic values of the stimulus set, i.e., the stimulus
range, on category boundary locations.
It has also been shown that the acoustic properties of the
stimuli immediately surrounding a target exert a strong influence on categorization. The average formant frequency of a
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precursor sentence influences target categorization in that a
target sound from an /i/-/ˆ/ continuum is more likely to be
perceived as a vowel with a relatively low F1 (i.e., /i/ or /e/)
after a sentence with a generally high F1 and as a vowel
with a relatively high F1 (i.e., /æ/ or /ˆ/) when embedded in
a sentence with a generally low F1 (Ladefoged and Broadbent, 1957; Broadbent and Ladefoged, 1960; Broadbent
et al., 1956; cf. Watkins, 1991; Watkins and Makin, 1994;
1996; Sjerps et al., 2011, for similar effects). In addition,
when multiple target stimuli are presented in a single trial,
listeners tend to categorize a given stimulus into a different
category than the stimuli that are played before or after (Fry
et al., 1962; Eimas, 1963; Thompson and Hollien, 1970;
Lotto et al., 1998). In the current study, we also analyze how
the acoustic values of the sounds preceding the target stimulus affect its categorization.
Thus, from previous studies it appears that the acoustic
context influences speech sound categorization on both
broad and local scales. Because the broad acoustic context of
a stimulus logically restricts its local acoustic context, it has
been suggested that broad context effects are nothing more
than the result of local context effects (Repp and Liberman,
1987). Kluender and Kiefte (2006) have argued that context
effects can be related to the fact that listeners are sensitive to
acoustic change rather than to the stable aspects in the signal.
This contrast mechanism is likely to be based for an important part on general auditory processing, as speech can
induce effects in the categorization of other auditory stimuli
and vice versa (Holt, 2005; Stilp et al., 2010). The effects of
stimulus context measured on both broad and local scales
can indeed be related to this single auditory-based principle
of contrast as expressed by Kiefte and Kluender (2008) and
Kluender and Kiefte (2006). Therefore, the third aim of the
present study was to explore whether “local” contrast effects
can indeed be found over a longer distance from the stimulus
that is to be categorized, which is expected if broad context
effects arise from a build-up of local context effects.
An alternative explanation for category boundary shifts
when one anchor is presented more often or when the entire
stimulus range is shifted, is that listeners have a response
bias when performing a forced-choice identification task
(Parducci, 1965). More specifically, it is thought that listeners in a forced-choice task will follow the (implicit) strategy to divide their responses equally over the available
response options. However, boundary shifts still occur
when listeners are made aware of the fact that one sound
occurs more often, which is not expected if boundary shifts
only result from a task strategy (Sawusch and Nusbaum,
1979). Moreover, a disadvantage of the response-bias
account of boundary shifts is that it fails to capture the
effect of non-speech stimuli on speech categorization and
vice versa. While response biases inevitably play some role
in speech categorization behavior, these observations suggest that shifts in categorization are at least for an important part the result of the more general, auditory-based,
principle of contrast (Kiefte and Kluender, 2008; Kluender
and Kiefte, 2006).
Sawusch and Nusbaum (1979), however, reported an
interesting additional influence on speech perception that
3080
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cannot be explained with reference to auditory contrast.
In their second experiment, they presented listeners with
sounds on an /i/ to /I/ continuum, but now the critical
anchor (the stimulus presented four times more frequently
than the other stimuli) was the vowel /e/, which was
not part of the target stimulus range and lies outside the /i/
to /I/ continuum in the vowel space. A first group of listeners were not informed about the added /e/ and could only
respond /i/ or /I/ to stimuli they would normally classify as
/i/, /I/, and /e/. A second group received an answer sheet
containing the response options /i/, /I/, and /e/, where /e/
was already filled in for the /e/-tokens, such that listeners
were de facto classifying vowels along an /i/-/I/ continuum.
The second, informed, group showed a shift in their categorization responses due to the /e/ anchor. The first, uninformed, group showed a bigger shift in categorization
responses, so as to include the /e/ anchors into their /i/ category and then shift their /i/ category toward the values normally associated with /I/. Thus, it was shown that listeners’
responses are not only influenced by acoustic context but
also by the number of internal referents listeners are
expected to consider when categorizing the acoustic input.
This finding, however, appeals to some task strategy for
explaining boundary shifts, which is how Sawusch and Nusbaum (1979) interpret their result. Specifically, because listeners with two response categories had fewer response
options than were actually present in the stimuli, the task
design may have forced the listeners to deliberately divide
their responses equally over the available categories, even if
that led to unlikely responses. Such a task strategy on the
part of the listeners is not necessary when listeners are presented with more response options than are present in the
stimuli. If extra response options have an effect on listeners’
categorization, this would thus be evidence that the considered response categories truly affect the perception of the
stimuli rather than only induce a task strategy. Moreover, the
aforementioned acoustic contrast mechanism may interact
with the process underlying the effect of the number of
response categories.
The goal of the current investigation was to comprehensively examine the contributions of three main influences on
a vowel categorization decision, namely the acoustic properties of the target stimuli, the acoustic stimulus context in
which the stimuli are presented (on both a broad and a local
scale), and the number of response categories or internal
referents that are considered during the task. We will investigate whether the distinction between context effects on a
local and broad scale can be maintained, and by investigating the interrelation between the three factors, we will shed
light on the mechanisms underlying boundary shifts in
speech categorization tasks.
Effects of the broad stimulus context were investigated
by dividing the F1 continuum between Spanish /i/ and /e/ in
three sub-ranges, namely a low (lower F1 values), an intermediate, and a high range (higher F1 values), and presenting
them to listeners in separate blocks. Over the whole range of
values used, more /i/ responses were expected in the low
range, and more /e/ responses were expected in the high
range. Due to contrast effects, however, listeners were
Benders et al.: Influences on vowel categorization
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expected to more often categorize any individual sound as /e/
(which has a high F1) in the context of a low range stimulus
set, and as /i/ (which has a low F1) in a high range stimulus
set. Consequently, the perceptual boundaries are expected to
shift toward lower F1 values in the low stimulus range, and
toward higher F1 values in the high stimulus range.
Stimulus context effects on a local scale were investigated by examining whether the difference between the F1
of the target and the preceding stimulus had an influence on
the categorization of the target stimulus. An effect similar to
that for broad stimulus context was expected, such that a target stimulus would be more likely to be categorized as /e/
when preceded by a stimulus that had a lower F1, and as /i/
when preceded by a stimulus that had a higher F1. Additionally, however, it was investigated whether the difference
between the F1 of the target stimulus and the F1 of stimuli
that had been presented several trials before also had an
influence on the categorization of the target stimulus. This
investigation could thus reveal to what extent local context
effects can be dissociated from global context effects.
Finally, the influence of the internal referents that are
considered as response categories was investigated by presenting listeners with different numbers of response options. One
group was asked to categorize the target sounds as either /i/ or
/e/, while the other group categorized the same target sounds
as one of the five Spanish monophthongs /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, or /u/.
Based on the results from Sawusch and Nusbaum (1979), it
was expected that listeners with two response categories
would be more inclined to shift their category boundaries than
the listeners with multiple response categories.
In order to maximize the size of the acoustic context
effects, the experiment used a vowel categorization task,
because vowels might show stronger context dependence
than consonants (Cooper, 1974). We investigated these
effects in Spanish, a language that has a less densely
sampled vowel space than English. Spanish has only five
vowel monophthongs (/i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, and /u/), which creates
relatively large distances between adjacent vowels in the
vowel space. Previous work by Keating et al. (1981) showed
that VOT range effects are stronger in Polish than in English
listeners. Those authors suggested that this difference may
be ascribed to the larger VOT-distinction between voiced
and voiceless stops in Polish than in English and the much
broader (less sharply defined) voiced category in Polish.
Additionally, a larger distance between categories may result
in more within-category variation in the natural productions.1 As vowels furthermore seem to have less sharply
defined boundaries than consonants, the categorization of /i/
and /e/ by Spanish listeners was expected to be subject to relatively large acoustic context effects.
In summary, the current study tested broad and local
acoustic stimulus context effects, the justification of separating broad and local context effects, and the influence of the
number of response categories. Importantly, the combination
of the three different factors, namely stimulus properties,
acoustic stimulus context, and response categories, allowed
for the examination of their interrelation in sound categorization, which will in turn deepen our understanding of the
mechanisms underlying each of these factors.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 131, No. 4, April 2012

II. EXPERIMENT
A. Participants

Sixty-four monolingual speakers of Peruvian Spanish
(32 females) were tested. They were born and had spent all
their lives in Lima, rated their speaking and listening abilities in English as no higher than 2 on a scale from 0–7
(0 ¼ no knowledge, 7 ¼ native speaker), and reported no
knowledge of any other language than Spanish and English.
They were between 18 and 28 years old and were university
students at the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú in
Lima.
B. Materials

The stimuli were isolated synthetic vowels, which were
created using a simplified version of the Klatt synthesizer
(Klatt, 1980).2 The 13 F1 values of the stimuli ranged from
281–553 Hz and the steps between stimuli were approximately equal on the Erb scale (0.31 Erb). The F2 values
ranged from 1893–2557 Hz and were inversely proportional
to F1 in hertz. Stimuli were created with 7 durational values
ranging from 80–175 ms. This duration manipulation will
not be addressed in the present study. Combining the 13
spectral values with the 7 durational values leads to 91
unique stimuli. The spectral values of the stimuli are displayed in Fig. 1. All stimuli had a fundamental frequency
that decreased linearly from 180–140 Hz. The formant frequencies were steady throughout the vowel.
In order to examine broad scale stimulus context effects,
the stimuli were divided in three F1 ranges, as shown in Fig.
1: A phonetically low F1 range (the 49 stimuli with F1 values from 281–410 Hz), a phonetically intermediate F1 range
(the 49 stimuli with F1 values from 344–480 Hz), and a phonetically high F1 range (the 49 stimuli with F1 values from
410–553 Hz). These F1 values range from possible productions of /i/ in Peruvian Spanish, in the low F1 range, to possible productions of /e/, in the high F1 range, and the
intermediate range contains F1 values that best match the
average productions of both vowels (Chládková et al.,
2011).
C. Design and procedure

Participants listened to the stimuli over headphones and
saw the orthographic representation of the response categories on a computer screen. Half of the participants had two

FIG. 1. (Color online) The F1 values of the stimuli and ranges as used in
the present experiment. The rectangles indicate the F1 values that were used
in each of the three range conditions: Low (dotted line), intermediate (solid
line), and high (dashed line) range.
Benders et al.: Influences on vowel categorization
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response categories, i.e., /i/ and /e/, while the other half
could choose from the five Spanish vowels, i.e., /i/, /e/, /a/,
/o/, and /u/. On each trial, an isolated stimulus was played
once and participants had to click with the mouse on the
vowel they thought they heard. All participants performed
the categorization task in the three range conditions, and the
six possible orders were counterbalanced across participants.
For each range condition, stimuli were presented in blocks
of 49 stimuli (the 7 spectral values combined with the 7
durational values) and each block was presented three times
with the stimuli randomized per block. This led to 147 trials
per range condition and a total of 441 trials. Prior to the first
block, participants received a practice session of ten tokens
and after each block they could take a short break.
The perception experiment was run on a PC laptop computer using the Praat program (Boersma and Weenink,
2011).3 The experimenter was the second author, a native
speaker of Peruvian Spanish.
D. Analysis

We examined the effect of the stimulus range, preceding
stimuli, and number of response categories on listeners’ categorization of sounds as either /i/ or /e/ by means of a hierarchical logistic regression analysis. Statistical analyses
were conducted using the lme4 package in the open-source
statistical software R (R Development Core Team, 2008).
An alpha level of 0.05 was adopted for all tests.
Logistic regression models the influence of independent
variables on a binary dependent variable and has been used
in recent studies to analyze similar cases of speech sound
categorization in native and non-native listeners (Morrison,
2007; Morrison and Kondaurova, 2009; Escudero et al.,
2009). Hierarchical modeling, as used in the present study, is
a compromise between pooling the data of all participants in
one analysis and applying a separate model on each participant’s data (Gelman and Hill, 2007). In the analysis, the
researcher can choose to allow some predictor coefficients to
vary between participants within a pre-specified distribution.
Varying the predictor coefficients over participants allows
the model to capture individual differences between participants, whereas restricting the variation to a distribution captures the fact that participants are members of the same
group.
In all analyses, the dependent variable was the listeners’
response, for which /i/ and /e/ responses were coded as 0 and
1, respectively. The analysis tested the effects of the acoustic
properties of the stimulus, the stimulus range (broad acoustic
context), the preceding stimulus (local acoustic context), and
the number of response categories on listeners’ categorizations. Moreover, it was tested whether the number of
response categories affected the effect of the broad and local
acoustic context on listeners’ responses. To this end, the following five main factors were included in the analysis: F1
(the vowels’ F1 values expressed in Erb. The values for this
factor were centered around 0 within each participant); DifferenceF1 [the difference (in Erb) between the F1 value of
the target stimulus and the F1 value of the preceding stimulus]; LowR (the comparison between the low F1 range and
3082
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the other F1 ranges. LowR was coded as 1 for the low F1
range and 0 for the other F1 ranges. HighR was coded as 1
for the high F1 range and 0 for the others); NRC (the number of
response categories with two levels, coded as 1 for listeners
with five categories and as 1 for listeners with two categories).
The analysis also included four interactions to address the
interrelation between the number of response categories available to the listeners on the one hand and the stimulus properties and the local and broad acoustic context on the other
hand. These interactions were F1*NRC, DifferenceF1*NRC,
LowR*NRC, and HighR*NRC.
The influence of each factor on the participant’s
response is modeled by means of a b-coefficient. In the hierarchical model, the coefficients of the factors that varied
within participants, namely F1, DifferenceF1, LowR, and
HighR, were allowed to vary between participants. The
intercept of a (logistic) regression analysis expresses a bias
for either of the two outcomes. Also the intercept was
allowed to vary between participants. The coefficients for
each factor must together form a normal distribution, its
mean and standard deviation being estimated from the data.
Together, these estimates form the first, within-subject, level
of the analysis, which will be referred to as the participant
level.
The factor NRC varied between participants. Therefore,
the coefficient for this factor and for the interactions with
this factor were fixed across participants. These factors form
a second, between-subjects, level in the analysis and will be
referred to as the NRC level.
The b-coefficient for F1 (bF1) was expected to be
positive because /e/ has higher F1 values than /i/. A positive
bDifferenceF1 was expected as well, since according to the contrast principle, listeners categorize a sound partially based on
the difference from the preceding stimulus. The more a
sound has a higher F1 than the preceding sound, the more
likely it is to be categorized as /e/. bLowR was expected to be
positive, as this would indicate that the perceptual boundary
between /i/ and /e/ in the low range condition is placed on
lower F1 values than in the intermediate range. bHighR was
expected to be negative, as this would indicate that the perceptual boundary between /i/ and /e/ is placed on higher F1
values in the high F1 range than in the intermediate range.
Regarding the interactions, a positive bF1*NRC and a positive
bDifferenceF1*NRC would show that listeners are more sensitive
to the values of the target stimulus and the difference from
the preceding stimulus, respectively, if they can choose from
two response categories. A positive b-coefficient for the
interaction LowR*NRC in addition to a positive bLowR
would indicate that the perceptual boundary between /i/ and
/e/ is on a lower F1 value in the low range for listeners with
two than for listeners with five response categories. Similarly, a negative b-coefficient for the interaction
HighR*NRC in addition to a negative bHighR would indicate
that the listeners with two response categories have their perceptual boundary on higher F1 values in the high stimulus
range than listener with five response categories.
For the dependent variable, the analysis only included
the responses /i/ and /e/ because the number of responses
given to other vowels was too low to warrant a multinomial
Benders et al.: Influences on vowel categorization
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analysis (/u/ ¼ 36, /o/ ¼ 110, and /a/ ¼ 504). A total of
27 574 /i/ and /e/ responses were given, of which 27 510
responses were entered in the analysis. Each participant’s
first trial was excluded from the analysis because there was
no preceding trial.

III. RESULTS

Table I shows the results of the logistic regression models for the analysis described in Sec. II D. Below we present
the results for each of the three effects considered in the
aims of the present study, namely broad acoustic context
(stimulus range), local acoustic context (difference from preceding stimulus), and the number of response categories.

A. Stimulus range effects (broad acoustic context)

As expected, the results from the analysis show that listeners choose /e/ when a stimulus has a higher F1. This is
shown by a significantly positive bF1. The results also confirm that listeners are sensitive to the broad stimulus context
when categorizing stimuli: their boundary between /i/ and /e/
is on lower F1 values in the low F1 range and on higher F1
values in the high F1 range, as compared to the intermediate
F1 range. This is indicated by a significantly positive bLowR
and a significantly negative bHighR, respectively. This result
is visualized in Fig. 2, where the proportion of /e/ responses
in the three range conditions is plotted.
To further illustrate the effect of broad acoustic context,
we compared listeners’ categorization of tokens with an F1
value of 410 Hz (9.05 Erb) across the three stimulus range
conditions. This F1 value, which occurred in all three
ranges, was combined with 7 durational values presented 3
times each, for a total of 21 tokens per condition. Table II
gives the mean percentage of /i/ and /e/ responses per listener in the three range conditions. As can be observed, the
average percentage of /i/ and /e/ responses to the tokens with
an F1 value of 410 Hz is approximately equal in the intermediate stimulus range condition, whereas the same stimulus is
TABLE I. Results from the main analysis, as described in Sec. II D.
b ¼ coefficients of the factors. Coefficient estimates (est), between-subjects
variance of the coefficients varied over participants (var), coefficient standard errors (se), and z- and p-values from the logistic regression analysis are
given.
est
Level 1: participant
intercept
0.176
6.097
bF1
bDifferenceF1
0.239
bLowR
4.067
bHighR
2.957
Level 2: NRC
bNRC
0.096
bFI*NRC
0.200
bDifferenceF1*NRC
0.172
bLowR*NRC
0.351
bHighR*NRC
1.473

var

se

z

p

2.205
3.693
0.171
4.647
4.834

0.191
0.257
0.062
0.284
0.289

0.921
23.703
3.839
14.296
10.235

0.357
<0.0001
0.0001
<0.0001
<0.0001

0.191
0.257
0.062
0.284
0.289

0.504
0.777
2.765
1.232
5.097

0.614
0.437
0.0057
0.218
<0.0001
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The proportion of /e/ responses (of the sum of /i/ and
/e/ responses), for each of the F1-values in the low (dotted), intermediate
(solid), and high (dashed) stimulus range by listeners with 2 (top) and 5 (bottom) response categories.

overwhelmingly categorized as /e/ in the low F1 range and
as /i/ in the high F1 range.
The first aim was to examine whether listeners are sensitive to broad acoustic stimulus context in classifying isolated
vowels. The results show that Peruvian Spanish listeners are
sensitive to the F1 range when categorizing vowels as /i/ and
/e/ and shift their boundaries in two directions.
B. Effects of difference with the preceding stimulus
(local acoustic context)

As can be seen from Table I, listeners are sensitive to
the difference between the target and the preceding stimulus
when categorizing vowels, because they are more likely to
respond /e/ when the target stimulus has a higher F1 than the
stimulus preceding it, which is shown by a significantly positive bDifferenceF1.
With respect to the second aim of the present study, we
find that listeners are sensitive to the preceding local stimulus context. Specifically, the results show that listeners are
more likely to respond /e/ to a target that has a higher F1
than the preceding stimulus.
C. Long-distance “local” context effects

Although for the purposes of the general analyses presented before, we have separated broad and local context
effects, it has been questioned whether a true distinction
TABLE II. The mean proportion of /i/ and /e/ responses (between-subjects
standard deviation in italics between parentheses) in the low, intermediate,
and high range condition to the stimuli with F1 ¼ 410 Hz, the only stimuli
present in all three range conditions. Numbers do not add up to 1 because
the proportion of all responses was taken and participants gave a low number
of /a/, /o/, and /u/ responses to these stimuli as well.
Low
/i/
/e/

0.09 (0.21)
0.90 (0.21)

Intermediate
0.54 (0.30)
0.45 (0.30)

High
0.82 (0.30)
0.17 (0.29)

Benders et al.: Influences on vowel categorization
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between broad and local acoustic contrast effects can be
maintained (e.g., Repp and Liberman, 1987) and the explanation of both effects in terms of auditory contrast (Kluender
and Kiefte, 2006) suggests that one mechanism could underlie both effects. We analyzed to what extent the influence of
the local acoustic context was affected by the number of
intervening stimuli between the preceding and the target
stimulus. It was expected that the closest stimuli would exert
the strongest influence, but if broad context effects arise
from local stimulus context effects, “local” stimulus context
effects must be observable over a long distance.
To this end, six new variables were defined that referred
to the difference between the F1 of the target stimulus and the
average over ten preceding stimuli, namely Difference_1–10,
Difference_11–20, Difference 21–30, Difference_31–40,
Difference_41–50, and Difference 51–60. For instance,
Difference_11–20 was the difference between the F1 of the
target stimulus and the average over the 11th through 20th
preceding stimuli. In the analysis, the variable F1 of the previous analysis and the six new difference variables were
included and were all expected to yield positive b-coefficients. All coefficients as well as the intercept were allowed to
vary across participants in a normal distribution. Because
Difference_51–60 requires 60 preceding stimuli, this variable
can only be computed starting from the 61st trial. Recall that
the three range conditions were presented to the participants
in immediate succession and the stimulus preceding a target
stimulus can come from a different range condition, potentially leading to a relatively large difference between the target and the preceding stimulus. Because we were interested in
the local context effects within a stimulus range, only the first
range condition per participant was analyzed. Therefore, the
analysis only included the 61st through to the last (147th) trial
of the first range condition per participant, for a total of 5513
analyzed responses.
The results showed a significant intercept (est ¼ 0.6732,
var ¼ 2.547, se ¼ 0.232, z ¼ 2.905, p ¼ 0.004) and a significantly positive bF1 (est ¼ 1.501, var ¼ 0.987, se ¼ 0.279,
z ¼ 5.375, p < 0.0001). Figure 3 displays the b-coefficients and
the corresponding z- and p-values for the six difference variables. As can be seen, the difference from the ten stimuli preced-

ing the target stimulus has the largest effect on listeners’
categorization, and the effect becomes smaller with more intervening stimuli between the target and the stimuli it is contrasted
with. Yet, even after 40 intervening stimuli, the 41st through
50th preceding stimulus from the same range condition still
have a significant effect on categorization.
The third aim of the present study was to explore whether
the distinction between broad and local acoustic contrast
effects can be maintained. Since the local context effects can
be traced back over 40 intervening stimuli, these results support the idea that broad range effects result from a buildup of
local context effects over a relatively large distance.
D. The effect of the number of response categories

Figure 2 displays the proportion of /e/ responses given to
the individual stimuli in the three F1 ranges, for listeners with
five and two categories separately. The results in Table I give
no indication that the number of response categories has a
direct effect on listeners’ categorization because bNRC is not
significant. Also, the lack of a significant interaction F1*NRC
gives us no indication that the boundary steepness changes
when listeners can choose from only two, rather than five,
response categories. Importantly, the boundary shifts in the
high stimulus range are larger when listeners can choose from
only two response categories. This is shown by a significantly
negative bHighR*NRC in addition to the negative bHighR. We
did not observe that the boundary shifts in the low stimulus
range are larger when listeners have only two response
options, although the non-significant positive b-weight for the
interaction LowR*NRC in addition to the positive bLowR is in
the expected direction. The analysis also shows a significantly
positive bDifferenceF1*NRC, which indicates that listeners are
more sensitive to the difference between the target F1 and the
F1 of the preceding stimulus if they have only two response
categories.
The fourth aim of this study was to examine whether the
number of response categories presented to listeners has an
effect on their categorization behavior. The results show that
if listeners can choose from only two instead of five response
categories, they are more sensitive to both broad and local
acoustic contexts.
IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

FIG. 3. The b-coefficients of the six difference variables. Error bars
represent the standard errors of the coefficients. Below each coefficient, the
z-values are given, as well as in indication of the magnitude of the p-value.
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The present study was conducted to examine the contribution of three main influences on vowel categorization. The
first influence was the acoustic properties of the target stimulus. The second influence was the acoustic context of the
stimuli. This was instantiated by the F1 range of the stimuli
for the broad acoustic context and by the preceding stimuli
for the local acoustic context. The third influence was the
internal referents that listeners considered for the categorization task, for which two groups of listeners, who were presented with the same stimulus sets, had either two (/i/, /e/) or
five (/i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /u/) response options.
The results from this study indicate that listeners are
sensitive to the broad acoustic context when categorizing
vowel stimuli, as has been shown by others (e.g., Brady and
Darwin, 1978; Keating et al., 1981). Listeners shift their
Benders et al.: Influences on vowel categorization
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category boundary between /i/ and /e/with the range of the F1
values of the stimuli. Such influences were also observed on a
more local scale, as more /e/ responses are given when the
preceding stimulus has a lower F1 than the target stimulus.
Importantly, it has been questioned whether a true distinction between broad and local acoustic contrast effects
can be maintained (e.g., Repp and Liberman, 1987) and the
explanation of both effects in terms of auditory contrast
(Kluender and Kiefte, 2006) suggests indeed that one mechanism underlies both effects. The results presented in this
study show that local context could be traced back over 40
intervening stimuli, with stronger influences for more recent
stimuli. This implies that the acoustic context has an effect
that lasts longer than the 250 ms observed in electrophysiological studies (Liederman et al., 2005), or the 13 stimuli
observed in previous behavioral tasks (Holt, 2005). These
findings question whether the true distinction between broad
and local context effects can be maintained (cf. Repp and
Liberman, 1987). Speech sound perception is continually
updated with new information, while the older information
still carries through. The distinction between broad and local
context effects appears only a matter of experimental operationalization, rather than a true distinction in the listeners’
processing.
We also investigated the interplay between perceptual
contrast and the role of higher level influences. We found
that contrast effects are stronger when listeners are presented
with only two response categories than when they are presented with five. This was apparent when the influence of the
preceding stimulus was considered and in the high stimulus
range. The number of response categories available to listeners thus constrains their sensitivity to acoustic context
effects. The finding that both local acoustic context and
broad acoustic context were similarly influenced by the number of response categories also argues against a theoretical
distinction between purely local versus global acoustic context effects.
The proposed buildup of contrast effects over multiple
trials suggests that, especially at the start of the experiment,
the responses of the participants in the different groups
should be increasingly influenced by the range condition.
Importantly, this divergence between the range conditions
should differ between participants in the two, versus the five
response category groups, as a smaller number of response
categories makes listeners more susceptible to acoustic context effects. The top panels of Fig. 4 display the boundary
locations in the first three blocks of the experiment for listeners with two response categories. It displays the development
of the stimulus range effect from the first to the third block
of 49 stimuli, and thus includes only each participant’s first
range condition.
A gradual buildup of contrast effects predicts that differences in the boundary location between the intermediate F1
range and the low and high F1 ranges become more pronounced in the second and third blocks than in the first. As
can be seen from Fig. 4, already in the first range condition,
listeners’ boundaries between /i/ and /e/ are on lower F1 values in the low stimulus range and on higher F1 values in
the high stimulus range, as compared to the intermediate
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 131, No. 4, April 2012

FIG. 4. (Color online) The proportion of /e/ responses (of the sum of /i/ and
/e/ responses) for each of the F1-values in the low (dotted), intermediate
(solid), and high (dashed) stimulus range by listeners with 2 (top) and 5 (bottom) response categories. From left-to-right, panels display data for the three
consecutive blocks of the participants’ first range condition.

stimulus range. A supplementary analysis, reported in the
Appendix, confirmed this observation. Importantly, however,
there is an increase in the extent of the boundary shifts over
the course of the first range condition, showing that listeners
adjust their boundaries more to the stimulus range as the
range progresses. This is in line with the conclusion that
broad context effects result from local contrast effects that
build up over the course of an experiment. The longer a
range condition lasts, the more acoustic context has been
provided and the stronger the context effects will be.
The buildup of context effects across blocks allows us
to straightforwardly address the effect of the number of
response categories on context effects. The bottom panels of
Fig. 4 display the boundary locations in the first three blocks
of the experiment for listeners with five response categories.
A comparison between the two groups reveals that the development over blocks in the high stimulus range depends on
the number of response categories: listeners with two
response categories shift their boundary early, while listeners
with five categories require more time for their boundary
shifts (again, this observation was confirmed by the additional analyses reported in the Appendix). This delay in the
boundary shift in the high stimulus range, we argue, was
caused by the availability of the response category /a/. The
vowel /a/ has the highest F1 value of all Spanish vowels and
is the next vowel category if the /i/ to /e/ continuum
employed in the present study were continued toward even
higher F1-values. If the availability of the response category
/a/ leads listeners to believe that they may hear this vowel at
some point during the task, they may implicitly preserve a
part of the vowel space for /a/. We indeed observe that the
listeners who may be expecting to hear /a/ are reluctant to
move their boundary between /i/ and /e/ toward the higher
F1 values. The boundaries between /i/ and /e/ can move
more freely toward higher F1 values, however, once listeners realize that /a/ is irrelevant because it is never the category they perceive. If listeners have never considered /a/ as a
Benders et al.: Influences on vowel categorization
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TABLE III. Results from the analysis on the development of the range effect, as described in Sec. IV. b ¼ coefficients of the factors. Coefficient estimates
(est), between-subjects variance of the intercept and coefficients varying over participants (var), coefficient standard errors (se), and z- and p-values from the
logistic regression analysis are given.

Level 1: participant
intercept
bF1
bBlock
Level 2: Range and NRC
bLowR
bHighR
bNRC
bLowR*Block
bHigh*Block
bLowR*NRC
bHighR*NRC
bBlock*NRC
bLowR*Block*NRC
bHighR*Block*NRC

est

var

se

z

p

0.659
7.905
0.172

5.512
8.799
0.316

0.498
0.421
0.148

1.323
18.760
1.164

0.186
<0.0001
0.244

0.756
0.753
0.498
0.215
0.219
0.752
0.752
0.148
0.215
0.219

9.617
3.909
0.144
2.448
2.778
0.779
2.377
0.807
0.749
2.010

<0.0001
<0.0001
0.886
0.014
0.005
0.436
0.017
0.420
0.454
0.044

7.275
2.942
0.072
0.528
0.609
0.585
1.788
0.119
0.161
0.441

relevant category, because it was not a response option, they
show no hesitation in moving the boundary between /i/ and /e/.
This additional analysis is in line with the results from
the main analysis, in which we found that listeners with five
response options shifted their boundary between /i/ and /e/
less than the listeners with two response categories in the
high stimulus range, whereas no such difference was apparent in the low stimulus range. The perceptual contrast
mechanism thus affects a listener’s division of the vowel
space, but the effect of this mechanism is reduced by the listeners’ expectation to hear multiple relevant categories with
similar acoustic properties.
For the current study we chose Peruvian Spanish, with
only five vowel monophthongs, so as to maximize context
effects (based on Keating et al., 1981). Future research could
investigate whether the strength of context effects is further
reduced when participants have more response categories.
Such research could, for instance, be performed with speakers of a language with more vowels, like English or Dutch.
What is the mechanism underlying the observed
acoustic stimulus context effects? It has been argued that
listeners are highly sensitive to acoustic contrast (Kluender
and Kiefte, 2006), as well as to contrast in every sensory
domain (cf. Kluender et al., 2003). A general mechanism
of perceptual contrast could indeed explain the observed
effects. The long-distance local context effects suggest that
both long- and short-term acoustic context contribute to
the overall acoustic context in which a categorization decision is made.
In addition, however, the present study demonstrates that
having more referents available in a sound categorization task
reduces the strength of context effects in speech perception.
This suggests that the effect of the general perceptual mechanism of contrast can be attenuated by higher-level influences.
The majority of perceptual context effects observed in
the current study are probably due to the automatic and
sensory-general mechanism of perceptual contrast. Yet, the
availability of relevant perceptual categories was shown to
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limit acoustic context effects. To better understand speech
perception we thus need to understand the interrelation
between general auditory mechanisms and higher level
expectations. The current study is a step toward unraveling
these intricate phenomena.
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APPENDIX

Here we report on the additional analysis that was mentioned in Sec. IV. The corresponding data are displayed in
Fig. 4. In the analysis, the variables F1, NRC, LowR, and
HighR from the main analysis were entered. To test the development of the broad acoustic context effects over time,
an additional variable in the analysis was Block, coded as
1, 0, and 1 for the first, second, and third block, respectively. In addition to the main effects, the interactions
LowR*Block, HighR*Block, Block*NRC, and the threeway interactions were entered in the analysis. The intercept
and the coefficients for F1 and Block were allowed to vary
between participants in the multilevel model. The coefficients for Range, NRC, and the interactions with these factors were fixed across participants. Only the first three
blocks of 49 stimuli of each participants were entered in the
analysis, that is, only the first range condition. The total
number of analyzed responses was 9337. Table III shows the
results for all main effects and interactions that were
included in the model.
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Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing us to this alternative
explanation.
2
The simplified synthesizer that was used has been created by H. Timothy
Bunnell and can be found under www.asel.udel.edu/speech/tutorials/synthesis/vowels.html.
3
The experiment was run in an earlier Praat version.
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